Room 435 AirPlay

1) Turn on display using wall plate. Make sure that VGA is selected.

2) Check that computer is connected to the SED Room 435 wifi

3) Click the AirServer icon in dock

4) Click the AirPlay button at the top right grey menu bar of the computer and select “SED Room 435 Mirroring” from the bottom of the drop-down menu

5) Make sure iPad is connected to the SED Room 435 wifi (pw: !sedguest!)

6) Swipe up from the bottom of the iPad screen to access the Control Center. Select “AirPlay Mirroring,” then tap “SED Room 435 Mirroring”

The iPad screen should now be projected, as well as a series of mirrored windows within mirrored windows. You can minimize the screen that shows the redundant mirroring.

If you experience an issue where the computer display does not match what is projected, go to System Preferences on the computer, select Displays, and at the bottom of that screen, select “SED Room 435 Mirroring” from the drop-down menu.